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I would like to ask the committee to retain N.Ireland’s abortion laws. I live in N.Ireland and want to see the rights of unborn babies to be protected.

A [doctor] has described to us the inhumanity of abortion from her own eyewitness experience. No woman’s rights in whatever circumstances can justify abusing and murdering children in this way.

Abortion leaves the baby with no rights – not even the right to life. Around 100,000 babies have been saved because of N.Ireland’s abortion laws. Allowing the situation to be reversed will result in the killing of innocent children. No civilised society should contemplate legalising such barbarity.

I would like to remind the committee that N.Ireland politicians in 2016 by a clear majority voted to retain N.Ireland’s laws on abortion. This vote should be respected as should the views of the people of N.Ireland who were represented by their politicians.
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